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Science Hall has been home to the State Cartog-
rapher’s Office (SCO) since its creation in 1974. To 
start your tour, take the stairs to the 4th floor, 
then turn right and follow the hallway to the end. 
 
Rm. 474A was Sarah Fogel’s office from July 2022 
to June 2023. Sarah, a 2022 graduate of UW-
Madison’s Geography Dept., worked on a grant-
funded project developing hydrographic data for 
the Red Cliff Band’s Water Resources Program. 
Sarah is currently a grad student at the Universi-
ty of Kentucky and Rm. 474a has a new tenant. 
 
A few short steps down the hall is Rm. 480, our 
student intern lab and the office of Mike Hasinoff. 
Mike is working for us as a GIS Research Analyst 
after completing an MS in Cartography/GIS from 
UW-Madison in December 2022. Mike’s time is 
split amongst a variety of projects, including an 
inventory of heritage oaks and a method to iden-
tify cartographic phantoms on official maps. 

Now it’s time to descend one level. Take the stair-
way in the south tower and exit on the third floor.  
 
The first office you will encounter is shared by 
Hayden Elza and Christina Dennis.  Hayden is a 
GIS Developer supporting new geospatial tech-
nologies and providing project coordination and 
technical support for the student intern lab. He 
has a BS in Forest Science and a GIS Capstone 
Certificate, both from UW-Madison. Before the 
SCO Hayden worked in UW-Madison’s Forest Eco-
system and Landscape Ecology Lab where he 
managed a large database derived from the origi-
nal General Land Office survey. 
 
Christina is a GIS Research Analyst with the SCO 
and another UW-Madison Geography alum with a 
2022 BS in Cartography/GIS. Christina has spent 
the last year working at the SCO, most recently 
on a collaboration with the Lake Superior Nation-
al Estuarine Research Reserve to develop a habi-

tat map. Christina will be starting grad school in 
Geography at UW-Madison in the fall of 2023. 
 
Just a little further down the hall is the office of 
David Vogel and Tom Kazmierczak. David is a GIS 
Data Engineer. He received his BS in Forest Man-
agement and Conservation Biology from UW-
Stevens Point in May 2008 and completed the UW
-Madison GIS Certificate Program in 2014. He 
joined the SCO in 2012. David has worked every 
statewide parcel project (all 9 of them!) and is our 
liaison to the surveying community. 
 
Tom’s background includes a bachelor’s in GIS 
from Michigan State and a master’s in Geography 
from Northern Illinois. He joined the SCO as a GIS 
Research Analyst in 2020 to work on the 
statewide parcel project. Before the SCO he 
worked as a as a Research Associate for almost a 
decade at Northern Illinois University’s Center for 
Governmental Studies .  

 

Guess the county! Does this map depict a por on of (a) Forest County, (b) Buffalo County or (c) Pepin County? Answer on final 
page. 

Guess the county! Does this map depict a portion of (a) Door County, (b) Buffalo County or (c) Westchester County? Answer on final page. 

Tour #1. Hike to the Summit 
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To start this tour, take the stairs to the 3rd floor, 
then turn right and follow the signs to the State 
Cartographer’s Office. If you’re feeling fatigued, 
consider taking the elevator instead. Installed in 
the 1920s, it required a human operator until 1974, 
when it was automated. 
 
Rm. 381 is the office of Jim Lacy, Associate State 
Cartographer since 2004. Jim provides technical 
and managerial leadership for projects, responds 
to public inquiries about GIS and mapping, and 
serves as the primary coach for our student in-
terns. He also supports a wide range of geospa-
tial organizations through active leadership and 
service. Jim has a BS in Geography and Infor-
mation/Computing Science from UW-Green Bay 
and a MS in Cartography/GIS from UW-Madison. 
 
Across the hall is Rm. 384, the SCO conference 
room. To the right you will find Rm. 384B, the 
office of Howard Veregin, who was appointed 
State Cartographer in 2009. Howard’s previous 
positions include Director of Geographic Infor-
mation Services at Rand McNally & Co., Associate 
Professor of Geography at the University of Min-

nesota, and Assistant Professor of Geography at 
Kent State University. Howard received his PhD in 
Geography from the University of California, San-
ta Barbara. He directs the activities of the SCO, 
supervises most staff, serves as PI or co-PI on 
our grant-funded projects, and represents the 
SCO on the Wisconsin Geographic Names Council 
and Land Information Council. 
 
Next door is Rm. 384A, home in 2022-23 to four 
SCO staff members: Ana Wells, Ann Buschhaus, 
Genevieve Burgess and Param Bhandare. Ana, 
who joined the SCO in 2018, is a GIS Data Engi-
neer. She works with the statewide parcel team, 
supports a variety of projects with her wide-
ranging skillset, and trains geospatial profession-
als in the use of LiDAR technology. Ana has a PhD 
in Soil Science and a Graduate Certificate in GIS, 
both from UW-Madison. She has worked for nu-
merous campus departments.  
 
Ann joined the SCO in 2020 as a GIS Researcher. 
Her background is as a water resources engineer, 
but she now works with GIS. She has worked on a 
variety of projects at the SCO, most recently 

leading the effort to develop hydrographic data 
for the Red Cliff Band’s Water Resources Pro-
gram. Ann has a bachelor’s degree in physics and 
a master’s in engineering. 
 
Genevieve worked for the SCO from 2019 until 
2023, primarily on the Wisconsin Coastal-
Management Data Infrastructure project where 
she helped develop a statewide inventory of geo-
spatial culvert data used for hydrologic modeling. 
Genevieve earned a BS in Cartography/GIS and a 
certificate in Environmental Sciences from UW-
Madison. She now works in the private sector. 
 
Param worked for the SCO in a temporary posi-
tion after graduating with a BS in Computer Sci-
ences from UW-Madison. As a SCO staff member, 
Param helped develop a new application for the 
statewide parcel project and a model to assess 
the flood vulnerability of culverts. He is now fur-
thering his studies in preparation for grad school.  
 
You’ve finished the tour! It’s time to head back 
down the stairs and treat yourself to a coffee and 
pastry in Memorial Union, just across the street. 

Guess the county! Does this map depict a portion of (a) Vilas County, (b) Waukesha County or (c) Rhinelander County? Answer on final page. 

Tour #2. Lake Loop 
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Can you name any of these Wisconsin rivers? Answers on final page. 
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Total annual 
SCO grant 

expenditures 

Total annual SCO  
student intern  

salary expenditures 

Guess the lake! Is the lake shown on this map a portion of (a) Lake Kegonsa, (b) Appleton Lake or (c) Lake Winnebago? Answer on final page.  
Please Note: There’s no connection between the lake and the location(s) of a given research project, for any of the lake maps in this section of the document. 
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Guess the lake! Is the lake shown on the map above a portion of (a) Lake Como, (b) Lake Poygan or (c) Lake Michigan? Answer on final page. 

Guess the lake! Is the lake shown on the map above a portion of (a) Lake Winnebago, (b) Phantom Lake  (Bayfield County) or (c) Minocqua Lake? Answer on final page. 
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Guess the lake! Is the lake shown above a portion of (a) Lake Mendota,  
(b) Green Bay or (c) Lake Michigan? Answer on final page. 

Guess the lake! Is the lake shown above a portion of (a) Lake Winnebago,  
(b) Lake Koshkonong or (c) Lake Michigan? Answer on final page. 

Guess the lake! Is the lake shown above a portion of (a) Nagawicka Lake,  
(b) Lake Michigan or (c) Petenwell Lake? Answer on final page. 

Guess the lake! Is the lake shown above a portion of (a) Lake Winnebago,  
(b) Lake Superior or (c) Shawano Lake? Answer on final page. 
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Guess the lake! Is the lake shown above a portion of (a) Lake Butte des Morts, (b) Lac Courte Oreilles or (c) Lake Michigan? Answer on final page. 

Guess the lake! Is the lake shown above a portion of (a) Lake Superior, (b) Lake  Geneva or (c)  Lake Pontchartrain? Answer on final page. 
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(Above) This lake surrounds one of the state’s largest unincorporated 
communities. What lake is it? Answer on final page. 

(Above) This reservoir used to be known as Totagatic Flowage. 
What name does it go by now? Answer on final page. 

(Above) This well-known lake is surrounded by steep quartzite bluffs. 
What lake is it? Answer on final page. 

(Above) This lake is associated with a motor-sports racecourse considered by 
some to be one of the best in the US. What lake is it? Answer on final page. 
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(Above) This reservoir is one of the largest artificial lakes in the state. 
What is its name? Answer on final page. 

(Above) This lake shares a name with a marsupial. What is the 
name of the marsupial? Answer on final page. 

(Above) This lake shares a name with the lake in Switzerland where, in 1816, Mary 
Shelley began writing “Frankenstein.” What is the lake’s name? Answer on final page. 

(Above) Before dam-building in the 1850s, this lake was a marsh densely 
packed with wild rice. What lake is it? Answer on final page. 
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(Above) This lake is one of the deepest in the “Lake Country” region of a certain 
southeastern Wisconsin county. What lake is it? Answer on final page. 

(Above) The name of this lake is also the name of the city situated on its 
northwestern shore. What is the name of the lake? Answer on final page. 

(Above) The name of this large lake reflects its elevated location. 
What is its name? Answer on final page. 

(Above) Who’s visiting? Some of our apps pull visitors from all over, while 
others are more Wisconsin-centric.  
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Our editor forgot to include the locations for these events, so you’ll have to infer them from the clues on the maps — which are all 
classic US Geological Survey 1:24,000 topo maps from the 1950s through 1970s. Answers are on the final page in case you need help. 
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Our Staff 
Staff Sergeant Blake Ellis, Sheel Creek, Tennessee, inking in the pencil tracings. England, 01/11/1943. Public Domain.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kartograph.jpg 
A typical bubbler found at Humboldt Park in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. It is a regional name for the drinking fountain, which was 
invented by the Kohler Company and trademarked. Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported 
license. This image has been modified for this publication. Author: Sulfur (en.wikipedia).  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bubbler.jpg 
Valentina Tereshkova, outside the Vostok 6 capsule. This file is in the public domain in the United States because it was solely 
created by NASA.  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tereshkova_Space_Suit.jpg 
Maps in this section are public domain from the National Map. https://apps.nationalmap.gov/viewer 
 
Our Students 
Government cartographer develops new process for making relief maps. Washington, D.C., Jan. 13.  Harris & Ewing, photographer. No 
known restrictions on publication. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Government_cartographer_develops_new_ 
process_for_making_relief_maps._Washington,_D.C.,_Jan._13._Through_a_process_just_perfected_by_ 
John_Braund,_Cartographer_for_the_U.S._Coast_and_Geodetic_LCCN2016874795.tif 
Maps in this section are public domain from the National Map. https://apps.nationalmap.gov/viewer 
 
Our Grants 
Maps in this section are public domain from the National Map. https://apps.nationalmap.gov/viewer 
Camps and cottages, Lake Maranacook, Me. Tichnor Brothers, Publisher. This work is in the public domain in the United States 
because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a copyright notice.   
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Camps_and_cottages,_Lake_Maranacook,_Me_(73850).jpg 
Cottages along the shore, White Horse Beach, Plymouth, Mass. Pub. by Smith's Inc., Plymouth, Mass. Tichnor Bros. Inc., Boston, Mass. 
This work is in the public domain in the United States because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclu-
sive, without a copyright notice.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cottages_along_the_shore,_White_Horse_Beach,_Plymouth,_Mass_(88297).jpg 
Lake and cottages, Misquamicut, Rhode Island. Westerly News Co., Westerly, R.I. This work is in the public domain in the United 
States because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a copyright notice.   
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lake_and_cottages,_Misquamicut,_Rhode_Island_(80965).jpg 
Bathing beach and beach front cottages, Swifts Beach, Mass. Tichnor Bros. Inc., Boston, Mass. This work is in the public domain in the 
United States because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a copyright notice.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bathing_beach_and_beach_front_cottages,_Swifts_Beach,_Mass_(85691).jpg 
White Sands Beach and cottages, Old Lyme, Conn. Tichnor Brothers, Publisher. This work is in the public domain in the United States 
because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a copyright notice.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:White_Sands_Beach_and_cottages,_Old_Lyme,_Conn_(77914).jpg 
Old Cabin Home and Fairview Cottage, Spofford Lake, Chesterfield, New Hampshire. Unknown photographer. This work is in the public 
domain in the United States because it was published (or registered with the U.S. Copyright Office) before January 1, 1928.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Old_Cabin_Home_%26_Fairview_Cottage.jpg 
Vacation spot along the Shore of East Pond, Oakland, Me. Tichnor Brothers, Publisher. This work is in the public domain in the United 
States because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a copyright notice.   
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Vacation_spot_along_the_Shore_of_East_Pond,_Oakland,_Me_(68301).jpg 
Mohawk Park. DeLuxe Cabins. Charlemont, Mass. On the Mohawk Trail, 17 Miles from North Adams, 20 Miles from Greenfield. Tichnor 
Bros. Inc., Boston, Mass. This work is in the public domain in the United States because it was published in the United States between 
1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a copyright notice.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mohawk_Park,_Charlemont,_Mass_(67737).jpg 
White Owl Cabin, Route US 3, Laconia, N.H. Tichnor Brothers, Publisher. This work is in the public domain in the United States because 
it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a copyright notice.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:White_Owl_Cabin,_Route_US_3,_Laconia,_N.H_(76441).jpg 
Greetings from Sandy Beach Camps, Oakland, Me. Tichnor Brothers, Publisher. This work is in the public domain in the United States 
because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a copyright notice.   
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Greetings_from_Sandy_Beach_Camps,_Oakland,_Me_(68304).jpg 
Cottages along the shore, Wells Beach, Maine. Tichnor Brothers, Publisher. This work is in the public domain in the United States 
because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a copyright notice.   
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cottages_along_the_shore,_Wells_Beach,_Maine_(66128).jpg 
Enjoying the proverbial Life of Riley at Laurence Harbor, N. J. bungalow colony. Author: Boston Public Library. This file is licensed 
under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license. This image has been modified for this publication.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Enjoying_the_proverbial_Life_of_Riley_at_Laurence_Harbor,_N._J._ 
bungalow_colony_(8471548426).jpg 
Thompson's Cottage Court and Diner, on U.S. 15A, two miles South of Fayetteville, North Carolina. Author: Boston Public Library. This 
file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license. This image has been modified for this publication. 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Thompson% 
27s_Cottage_Court_and_Diner,_on_U.S._15A,_two_miles_South_of_Fayetteville,_North_Carolina_(5756061904).jpg 
Wooden arrows: Image by rawpixel.com on Freepik 
 
Featured Projects: 
Sister Bay, Door County, Wisconsin. This work is in the public domain because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 
1963, and although there may or may not have been a copyright notice, the copyright was not renewed.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Postcard_of_Sister_Bay_Door_County_Wisconsin.jpg 
Wisconsin State Capitol, Madison, Wisconsin. J. A. Fagan Publishing Co., Madison, Wis. This work is in the public domain in the United 
States because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a copyright notice.   
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wisconsin_State_Capitol,_Madison,_Wisconsin_(63077).jpg 
Aeroplane view of University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. Pub. by Novelty Sales Company, Madison, Wisconsin. This work is in 
the public domain in the United States because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a 
copyright notice.   
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Aeroplane_view_of_University_of_Wisconsin,_Madison,_Wisconsin_(64127).jpg 
View of Minocqua, Wisconsin. "Tichnor Quality Views," Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. Made Only by Tichnor Bros., Inc., Boston, Mass. This work is in 
the public domain in the United States because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a 
copyright notice.  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:View_of_Minocqua,_Wisconsin_(67869).jpg 
Trail through the woods, Minocqua. "Tichnor Quality Views," Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. Made Only by Tichnor Bros., Inc., Boston, Mass. This 
work is in the public domain in the United States because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, 
without a copyright notice.  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Trail_through_the_woods,_Minocqua,_Wisconsin_(67872).jpg 

The Post Card Shop, Wisconsin Dells, Wis. Author: Steve Shook from Moscow, Idaho, USA. This file is licensed under the Creative 
Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license. This image has been cropped for this publication. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/ 
File:The_Post_Card_Shop,_Wisconsin_Dells,_Wisconsin,_1946_-_Postcard_(50527667727).jpg 
Crawlingstone Lake near Minocqua, Wisconsin. "Tichnor Quality Views," Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. Made Only by Tichnor Bros., Inc., Boston, 
Mass. This work is in the public domain in the United States because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, 
inclusive, without a copyright notice.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Crawlingstone_Lake_near_Minocqua,_Wisconsin_(67873).jpg 
Gunlock Lake near Minocqua, Wisconsin. "Tichnor Quality Views," Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. Made Only by Tichnor Bros., Inc., Boston, Mass. 
This work is in the public domain in the United States because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclu-
sive, without a copyright notice. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gunlock_Lake_near_Minocqua,_Wisconsin_(67870).jpg 
Moonlight on Lake Mendota, Madison, Wisconsin. J. A. Fagan Publishing Co., Madison, Wis. This work is in the public domain in the 
United States because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a copyright notice.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Moonlight_on_Lake_Mendota,_Madison,_Wisconsin_(63071).jpg 
Stock postcard view of a sailboat on a lake. Unknown author. This work is in the public domain in the United States because it was 
published (or registered with the U.S. Copyright Office) before January 1, 1928. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/ 
File:Out_For_A_Sail_On_Lake_Geneva,_Wisconsin_(NBY_428848).jpg 
Wisconsin Street. Unknown author. This work is in the public domain in the United States because it was published (or registered 
with the U.S. Copyright Office) before January 1, 1928. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wisconsin_Street_(NBY_20801).jpg 
Dells of the Wisconsin at Kilbourn City. Unknown author. This work is in the public domain in its country of origin and other countries 
and areas where the copyright term is the author's life plus 70 years or fewer. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/ 
File:Dells_of_the_Wisconsin_at_Kilbourn_City_(NBY_19012).jpg 
Wisconsin Pond Life, Milwaukee Public Museum. Unknown author. This work is in the public domain in its country of origin and other 
countries and areas where the copyright term is the author's life plus 70 years or fewer. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/ 
File:Wisconsin_Pond_Life,_Milwaukee_Public_Museum_(NBY_21953).jpg 
The Grottos, The Dells. Unknown author. This work is in the public domain in the United States because it was published (or regis-
tered with the U.S. Copyright Office) before January 1, 1928. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Grottos,_The_Dells_ 
(NBY_4082).jpg 
Inkstand and Sugar Bowl. Unknown author. This work is in the public domain because it was published in the United States between 
1928 and 1963, and although there may or may not have been a copyright notice, the copyright was not renewed.   
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Inkstand_and_Sugar_Bowl_(NBY_401).jpg 
The reverse of a non-divided 1908 postcard. Detroit Photographic Co. This work is in the public domain in the United States because 
it was published (or registered with the U.S. Copyright Office) before January 1, 1928.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:1908_Postcard,_Shirley_on_the_James_River,_Back.png 
Cleveland Public Library Postcards Hough: Interior. This media file is in the public domain in the United States.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cleveland_Public_Library_Postcards_Hough-_Interior_-_DPLA_-
_a6d69943214932be1c620e1859da4bdb_(page_3).jpg 
Cleveland Public Library Postcards Hough Branch: Exterior. This media file is in the public domain in the United States.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cleveland_Public_Library_Postcards_Hough_Branch-_Exterior_-_DPLA_-
_2a7d26b43160dce0392c1724c73e7b99_(page_2).jpg 
Cleveland Public Library Postcards Broadway Branch: Exterior. This media file is in the public domain in the United States.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cleveland_Public_Library_Postcards_Broadway_Branch-_Exterior_-_DPLA_-
_d678a8554a08f9cf090e25ecdf263fd4_(page_3).jpg 
Cleveland Public Library Postcards West Side Branch: Exterior. This media file is in the public domain in the United States.   
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cleveland_Public_Library_Postcards_West_Side_Branch-_Exterior_-_DPLA_-
_33176e59d84e070ffc1f3f5e9e7e72b4_(page_2).jpg 
The back of this postcard represents in particular the logo of the publisher Illustrated Post Card Co, i.e. an eagle surmounting the 
coat of arms of the United States (Stars and stripes). Illustrated Post Card Co., N.Y. This media file is in the public domain in the 
United States.  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Grand_Central_Station,_New_York_c._1902_(back).tif 
Fleur De Lis Hotel post card in city of Canterbury, Kent, England. ca. 1907-1915. This work is in the public domain in the United States 
because it was published (or registered with the U.S. Copyright Office) before January 1, 1928.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fleur_De_Lis_Hotel_postcard_back.jpg 
Swirl: iStock image. Author: Goja1 
 
Organizations:  
Menu of Fatto a Mano Pizzeria, North Laine (specials). Author: Andy Li. This file is made available under the Creative Commons CC0 
1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Menu_of_Fatto_a_Mano_Pizzeria,_North_Laine_(specials).jpg 
 
Our Apps: 
Esox masquinongy. Author: Knepp, Timothy - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This image or recording is the work of a U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service employee, taken or made as part of that person's official duties.  As a work of the U.S. federal government, the 
image is in the public domain.  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Muskellunge_USFWS.jpg 
Maps/air photos in this section are from the National Map. https://apps.nationalmap.gov/viewer 
 
Can We Help? 
Park sign photo by Aubrey Odom on Unsplash. 
 
Events: 
Maps/air photos in this section are public domain from the topoView https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/topoview 
RKO Radio Pictures - Year In, Year Out, 1937. Author: RKO Radio Pictures. This work is in the public domain in the United States 
because it was published in the United States between 1928 and 1977, inclusive, without a copyright notice.   
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:RKO_Radio_Pictures_-_Year_In,_Year_Out,_1937.png  
 
Resources:  
Photo by Emil Widlund on Unsplash. 
 
Media Mentions:  
Photo by Aubrey Odom on Unsplash. 
 
Cover: 
iStock image, “Riding across one of the trestles on the Bear Skin State Trail, South of Minocqua, WI,” by Dave Jonasen. 
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Our Staff 
Tour #1 — (b) Buffalo County. There is no Westchester County in 
Wisconsin, and with that kind of topography on display, the location 
just has to be in the Driftless Area. This ridge is situated between 
the Owens and Larson Valleys. 
Tour #2 — (a) Vilas County. There is no Rhinelander County in Wis-
consin, and while there are many small lakes in Waukesha County, 
most of them are surrounded by development, unlike the lake on 
this map (Lost Lake). 
 
Our Students 
Mallory and Duncan (“Some rivers cut deep canyons”) — Red Cliff 
Creek, located on the Red Cliff Reservation, where Mallory and 
Duncan focused much of their work.  
Nikko (“A river might seem tame”) — The Marengo River in Ashland 
County, Nikko’s study area.  
Jean and Ray (“Some rivers are iconic symbols”) — The Wisconsin 
River, which seems appropriate given Jean and Ray are working on 
a map of Wisconsin. 
Drew, Branton & Rachel (“Big rivers can be explored from many 
different directions”) — The Mississippi River, since these students 
worked on a wide range of projects.  
Mike (“Some rivers have an existence that is more hypothetical 
than factual”) —  The North Branch of the Kickapoo River. Given 
Mike’s work on cartographic phantoms, an intermittent water body 
seems appropriate. 
Param, Chang, Emily & Chris (“So many rivers to cross”) — The St. 
Louis River, of course, since these students spent many hours pad-
dling over it. 
 
Our Grants 
Lake Superior NERR — (c) Lake Winnebago (approx. 43.92N 
88.47W). There is no Lake Appleton in Wisconsin, and a quick cir-
cumnavigation of little Lake Kegonsa on a map would knock it 
quickly off the list.  
Parcels — (a) Lake Michigan (approx. 45.35N 86.95W) off Washing-
ton Island. Lake Poygan would be a good guess. 
Red Cliff — (a) Lake Winnebago (approx. 43.91N 88.33W). Phantom 
Lake (the one in Bayfield County) has a very smooth shoreline with 
no features like this. If you guessed Minocqua Lake give yourself a 
half a point. 
Dept. of Corrections — Give yourself a point if you said (c) Lake 
Michigan or (b) Green Bay. Is Green Bay part of Lake Michigan or a 
separate feature? The experts disagree. The location is approxi-
mately 44.77N 87.93W. 
Dept. of Transportation — (a) Lake Winnebago again (approx. 
43.90N 88.47W). 
Office of Rural Health “MURC” Project — (b) Lake Michigan (approx. 
43.33N 87.88W). With those steep bluffs right next to the lake, what 
other location could this be? 

Dane County Oaks: — (b) Lake Superior (approx. 46.88N 91.18W). 
This odd-looking peninsula at Bark Point is pretty easy to identify 
as you cruise along a map of Lake Superior. 
Ashland County Flood Exposure — (c) Lake Michigan (or Green Bay, 
but that was not a choice) located at about 44.98N 87.64W. This is 
the mouth of the Peshtigo River. 
WICDI & CALM — (a) Lake Superior (approx. 46.78N 91.38W). There 
is no Lake Pontchartrain in Wisconsin, and Lake Geneva is sur-
rounded by development, not wetlands. 
 
Our Apps 
Geodata — Minocqua Lake (Oneida County). Minocqua is unincorpo-
rated.  
WHAIFinder — Nelson Lake (Sawyer County).   
Parcel Viewer — Devils Lake (Sauk County). Possibly a bit obvious. 
Survey Control Finder — Elkhart Lake (Sheboygan County). 
Air Photo Catalog — Castle Rock Lake (Juneau & Adams County).  
LiDAR — The marsupial is the Kangaroo. Kangaroo Lake is in Door 
County. It’s sort of shaped like a kangaroo. 
Pronounce Wisconsin — Lake Koshkonong (Jefferson County). A 
difficult name to pronounce. 
Culverts — Lake Geneva (Walworth County). Sort of obvious for you 
gothic horror fans.  
Bordner Explorer — Lake Superior (this portion in Ashland County). 
Appropriate, since the Bordner app was funded by a Wisconsin 
Coastal Management Program grant.  
PLSS Locator — Nagawicka Lake (Waukesha County). One of 
Waukesha County’s many lakes. 
Bearing Trees — Shell Lake (Washburn County). Probably not the 
easiest answer to guess. 
 
Events 
WLIA Annual Conference — Future location of the Kalahari Resort 
in Lake Delton 
Red Cliff — Portion of Lake Superior adjacent to the Red Cliff Res-
ervation 
Data Carpentry Workshop — UW-Madison 
St. Louis River Summit — St. Louis River upstream from Superior 
and Duluth 
WLIA Fall Conference — Sheboygan 
Surveyor's Institute — Future location of the Kalahari Resort in 
Lake Delton 
Science Expeditions — UW-Madison 
Data Science Bazaar — UW-Madison 
UW Stem Camp — Beloit 
 

Answers to our “Guess the Geographical Feature” game 






